Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI), such as contributions to OpenStreetMap and geotagged Wikipedia articles, is often assumed to be produced locally. However, recent work has found that peer-produced VGI is frequently contributed by non-locals. We evaluate this approach across hundreds of content types from Wikipedia, OpenStreetMap, and eBird, and show that these models can describe more than 90% of "VGI flows" for some content types. Our findings advance geographic HCI theory, suggesting some spatial mechanisms underpinning VGI production. We also discuss design implications that can help (a) human and algorithmic consumers of VGI evaluate the perspectives it contains and (b) address geographic coverage variations in these platforms (e.g. via more effective volunteer recruitment strategies).
INTRODUCTION

Geotagged
Wikipedia articles, OpenStreetMap contributions, bird sightings submitted to eBird, and other types of peer-produced volunteered geographic information (VGI) represent critical information resources. For instance, geotagged Wikipedia articles are among the most-visited articles on Wikipedia [22] . OpenStreetMap underpins many consumer maps (e.g. Mapbox, Craigslist, and Apple Maps, among others [28] ). eBird is the largest biodiversity dataset of its kind [61] . VGI also directly enables other important endeavors: it helps in disaster relief [8] , can aid in epidemiology [14] and earthquake prediction [50] , and may even influence regional economic growth [27] .
Because VGI pervades many aspects of computing and beyond, factors that influence its use -e.g. quality and completeness -have significant impact. Recent work has begun to show that locally-produced VGI contributions are higher quality [10] and reflect richer [28] or more diverse [60] information. Additionally, local perspectives are known to have innate value for certain use cases (e.g. [52] ). Thus, how and where VGI is produced has important implications for its use.
VGI often has been assumed to be largely local. This idea can be traced back to when Michael Goodchild coined the term "volunteered geographic information". Goodchild conceptualized a network of "humans as sensors" [18] wherein people mostly contribute information that is nearby.
Goodchild even suggested that "the most important value of VGI may lie in what it can tell about local activities in various geographic locations". The intuition behind
Goodchild's conception of VGI is easy to understand. After all, it is probably easier to contribute nearby because people are more likely to be knowledgeable about their home area.
However, recent work has problematized this "localness assumption" [30] for peer-produced VGI. For instance, Hecht and Gergle [24] found that up to 93% of peerproduced VGI content is non-local. This disconnect between the localness assumption and the reality of peer-produced VGI -and the impact this disconnect has on the value of VGI content -calls for an alternative model of how VGI is produced.
In this study, we propose and evaluate one such alternative model. Our approach is based on spatial interaction models, long used as a means of understanding geographic interaction patterns in the social sciences. For instance, spatial interaction models are commonly leveraged to understand the transportation of goods between countries [32, 35, 36] .
Here, we apply gravity models -a sub-class of spatial interaction models -to understand how VGI is produced. We compare gravity models against two baselines that evaluate opposing perspectives on VGI production. The first (our local production baseline) implements a version of the localness assumption, i.e. that where people contribute is determined by distance alone. The second (our distance is dead baseline) represents the complete inverse of the localness assumption, i.e. that people merely contribute based on the attractiveness of the contribution target, and distance has absolutely no effect. Conceptually, gravity models merge the ideas from both of these two baselines -distance impacts where contributions occur, but attractiveness of the location also informs where contributions occur, and may counteract the effect of distance. As a fundamental part of this evaluation, we follow recent calls for simultaneously considering multiple online communities rather than focusing on a single community (e.g. [1, 49] ). Specifically, we examine three different VGI platforms: Wikipedia, OpenStreetMap, and eBird.
Our gravity models yield an important theoretical insight: we find that gravity models perform meaningfully better than either baseline and describe more than 90% of the 'VGI flows' from one region to another in some cases. Overall, this suggests that understanding peer production VGI as a form of traditional spatial interaction is more effective than understanding peer production VGI as a type of local production (as in the localness assumption).
Our results also have implications for multiple types of VGI stakeholders and suggest important areas of future work. In particular, we discuss how variations in the effects of distance problematize some approaches to VGI "editathons", might suggest mechanisms for understanding demographically-linked coverage biases in VGI, and help to define where local perspectives may be present in VGI and where they may be absent.
RELATED WORK
Our research is mainly informed by four threads of prior work: (1) applications of gravity models in the social sciences, (2) studies that explore local contributions in VGI, (3) research into geographic variations in VGI content, and (4) overall applications of VGI. Below, we describe each of these areas and how they informed our work.
Spatial Interaction Models in the Social Sciences
Modeling spatial interactions between regions has a long history in the social sciences, particularly in the field known as economic geography. Gravity models, which date back to 1948 [54] , are the most common approach to spatial interaction modeling. Gravity models aim to capture the interaction between two regions based on the 'gravitational' attractiveness of each region and the friction of distance between the two regions. In the almost 70 years of their existence, gravity models have been used to effectively understand a wide variety of spatial phenomena, primarily in two domains: (1) transportation of goods and people (e.g. international wheat transactions [35] , inter-state gun trades [32] , international meat trades [36] ) and (2) communication patterns (e.g. inter-city [37] and international phone calls [9] ).
Our research is directly motivated by the effectiveness of gravity models in explaining these phenomena. As we describe below, we hypothesized that a contribution to one region by a VGI contributor based in another region could be modeled similarly to a product (e.g. meat, wheat) being exported from one region and imported to another. In other words, even with the complex dynamics associated knowledge production in online communities, we believed the spatial dynamics of VGI contribution can be thought of as transfers of units of information from one region to another. Our results indicate that this hypothesis was supported.
While gravity models have traditionally been a social science method, a few studies in HCI and related fields have utilized gravity models to model transportation and communication phenomena. For instance, Smith et al. [53] used a gravity model to model public transit flow and evaluate its potential to predict urban socioeconomic status, García-Gavilanes et al. [13] used a gravity model to model the flow of tweets between countries, Scellato et al. [51] discussed the relationship of gravity models to their approaches to examining the socio-spatial properties of location-based social networks, and techniques related to gravity models have been used in other projects as well (e.g. [31, 33] ).
Beyond the critical implicit value of better understanding VGI production processes, our work also highlights that gravity models may be useful in computing domains further afield from their typical applications in transportation and communication. In this case, we identify that gravity models are surprisingly effective at capturing a knowledge production relationship between a person and a place as mediated by complex online community dynamics. We return to this point in the Discussion section.
Localness and VGI
As noted above, VGI has been considered a largely local phenomenon since the term "volunteered geographic information" was coined a decade ago [18] . As a result, the extensive and interdisciplinary VGI literature tends to presume that VGI is contributed by locals. Studies and systems that make a VGI "localness assumption" [30] range from studies of VGI contributors' "spatial footprints" (e.g. [39, 45] ) to epidemiological analyses (e.g. [14] ) to applications of sentiment analysis algorithms (e.g. [43] ). Johnson et al. [30] provides a summary of applications of the localness assumption in VGI research and practice.
Recent work, however, has begun to call the localness assumption into question. This work -the direct inspiration for our research -has found that a substantial proportion of VGI contributions are in fact, non-local. For instance, Hecht and Gergle [24] observed that between 75 and 93% of edits to geotagged Wikipedia articles by anonymous (nonregistered) editors were non-local, depending on the language edition (77% for English). Similar findings were observed by Hardy et al. [21] , who modeled the relationship between IP-geolocated anonymous Wikipedia editors and the locations of their geotagged contributions (we used this approach to inform our local production baselines). Hecht and Gergle also observed that geotagged Flickr photos tended to be more local -although far from exclusively sowith around 50% of photos being taken by people outside their home region (100km). Sen et al. [52] found that geotagged Wikipedia articles about certain areas are significantly more local than others, with articles about subSaharan Africa being written almost entirely by foreigners in most language editions. Thebault-Spieker et al. [56] found that the 1% of contributors who produce the most OpenStreetMap content also have the largest geographic contribution ranges. Finally, with respect to social media VGI (e.g. geotagged tweets), Johnson et al. [30] also observed a substantial degree of non-local contribution, averaging roughly around 25% depending on the definition of local.
The above work robustly establishes that the localness assumption in peer production VGI is problematic. This raises an important question: If peer production VGI is largely contributed by non-locals, (1) where are these nonlocals and (2) how do they make their contribution decisions? We begin to address both aspects of this question in this paper. More generally, being able to effectively model peer production VGI contributions can help fill the theoretical and practical gap between the localness assumption and the reality of peer-produced VGI.
Geographic Variations in VGI Content
A growing body of work has shown that demographic factors are often associated with geographic variations in the quantity and quality of VGI contributions (e.g. [19, 28, 38] ). Two demographic factors that are particularly linked to VGI content variations are socioeconomic status and the rural/urban divide. In short, low-SES and rural areas have been found to have fewer and lower-quality VGI contributions than wealthier and more urban areas [19, 28, 38] . For instance, in OpenStreetMap, Haklay [19] found less and lower-quality content in low-SES regions of London. Similarly, in Wikipedia, Johnson et al. [28] reported a similar trend concerning the rural/urban divide, observing that Wikipedia content about rural areas is often little more than bot-written template articles. In social media VGI, Li and Goodchild [38] found fewer tweets and photos submitted from low-SES regions of California.
The above work shows that VGI repositories tend to advantage urban and wealthier areas (among trends in other demographic dimensions). However, when taken together with work that suggests the traditional localness assumption does not hold in peer-produced VGI, it becomes clear that very little is understood about the spatial mechanisms behind VGI production. In this paper, we show that by formulating peer-produced VGI contributions as a type of spatial interaction, we can begin to gain a better understanding of these mechanisms.
Applications of VGI
There are three main types of applications of VGI: (1) direct consumption by readers/users, (2) scientific studies, and (3) intelligent technologies and other systems. The success of these applications tends to be closely tied to the coverage and quality of their underlying VGI datasets. As we discuss below, our work here suggests spatial production mechanisms that may underlie variations in VGI coverage and quality.
With regard to direct consumption, geotagged articles are some of the most persistently popular articles on Wikipedia [22] and OpenStreetMap powers many prominent mobile maps applications like Apple Maps [28] . In this case, VGI coverage and quality have a direct impact that is highly visible to the public. Scientific applications of VGI that rely on the coverage and quality of VGI include the effects of tourism on water quality [34] , detecting the epicenter of earthquakes [50] , and others discussed in more detail by Venerandi et al. [57] and Wood et al. [59] . VGI has also become a key input to many intelligent technologies, like geolocation inference techniques (e.g. [6, 31] ), among others [5, 12] . Indeed, geolocation inference (e.g. of people and documents), is a domain in which coverage and quality has verified importance [29] . Further still, there is some evidence that VGI coverage and quality can impact economic growth [27] .
METHODS
Datasets
One of the key findings in previous work is that the spatial production dynamics in VGI may differ based on the community. Therefore, to more robustly evaluate the role of spatial interaction dynamics in VGI production, we examined three VGI platforms: Wikipedia, OpenStreetMap, and eBird.
Further, contribution in each of these communities is a heterogeneous process; that is, some types of content in a given community may support different types of spatial interactions than other types of content. For example, editing Wikipedia articles about national parks (which are globally known) may have a different spatial interaction profile than editing Wikipedia articles about elementary schools (for which information is more locally concentrated). A similar dynamic may exist in OSM with respect to, for example, encoding state borders versus tracing and labeling ("tagging") specific electrical infrastructure.
Therefore, within each of our three platforms, we examine contributions at the level of the content type. We analyze the effect of spatial interaction for each content type individually, as well as at the overall platform level. Example content types include articles about schools for Wikipedia (as defined by WikiProjects), electrical towers for OSM (as defined by tags), and bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) for eBird (as defined by species). In total, we examined 561 different content types, with 101 content types in Wikipedia, 192 content types in OpenStreetMap, and 268 content types in eBird.
As is common in VGI research (e.g. [29, 38, 42, 48] ), we focus on data from a single study area: the continental United States. We explore how our research can be expanded to other study areas in our discussion of future work below.
We next describe in more detail the datasets we developed for each of our three VGI platforms.
Wikipedia
Our Wikipedia dataset focused on contributions to geotagged Wikipedia articles. A contribution can be anything from creating new article text to fixing a typo. We queried the English Wikipedia public database [55] for all contributions by registered users to geotagged articles that were saved in the year between Oct 2015 and Oct 2016 (resulting in 3.5 million edits). We then limited the data to articles located within the continental United States, leaving 644,480 total contributions.
For each edit, we used its associated WikiProject as the content type (approximately 4% of the contributions had no WikiProject assigned and were excluded). A WikiProject is a self-organized group of people working to improve Wikipedia content on a certain topic. For instance, WikiProject Schools is a group of contributors who work to curate school-related content in Wikipedia. We excluded the smallest WikiProjects (with fewer than 1,000 contributions) in order to ensure sufficient data to fit a model, resulting in 101 Wikipedia content types.
OpenStreetMap
Our OpenStreetMap dataset focused on node (point) contributions. An OpenStreetMap node may be a tree, a traffic circle, or a label point for an electrical tower. In OpenStreetMap, tags are used to describe different types of nodes. A tag consists of a key-value pair, with only one value allowed per key. For example, a 'natural=tree' tag on a node denotes that this node represents a tree and 'junction=roundabout' denotes a traffic circle node. Entities like buildings or roads are normally represented by 'ways', logical groups of nodes. However, attributes of the way (e.g. height of the building, street name) are applied to the way, not the with individual nodes, and therefore are not included in our dataset. We used the full history of OpenStreetMap nodes in the continental USA through February 2014. We excluded nodes that did not have one of the 1,000 mostpopular tags (e.g. to eschew typos). From this set of nodes, we than randomly sampled 2,000,000 nodes for analysis.
We used the tags of a node to define its content type(s). As such, all tree contributions were defined as one content type, all traffic circles as another, and so on. As noted above, we excluded the smallest content types (with fewer than 1,000 contributions) in order to successfully fit our models, resulting in 192 total OSM content types. eBird eBird is an observational citizen science project in which a contribution is a bird sighting. As opposed to Wikipedia and OSM, in which one does not need to be physically present in order to contribute, eBird contributors need to be at or near the location of their contributions. This geographic proximity requirement makes eBird an interesting comparison point to Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap. As is shown in the Results section, this comparison point will prove to be a valuable reference for understanding contributions in OSM and Wikipedia.
To gather an eBird dataset, we began with the full history of eBird observations through April 2015. We then randomly sampled 2,000,000 observations from this data set, and again limited this data to the continental United States, resulting in 1,573,798 total observations. To understand spatial interaction by content type, we defined content type by sightings of a particular bird species. Again, we excluded the smallest species (with fewer than 1,000 observations) to ensure successful model fitting, resulting in 268 eBird content types.
Defining the Geographic Origin of Contributions
Prior to modeling spatial interaction processes in peerproduced VGI, we first had to verify our three datasets actually are largely non-local. To do so, we needed to define two properties for each contribution: (1) the local (home) region of its contributor (i) and (2) the region in which the contribution was made (j). We also had to determine the spatial scale at which a region would be defined. For this, we used the scale of U.S. counties, a common choice in VGI analyses [2, 3, 26, 28, 42] .
Determining the county in which a contribution is made (j) is straightforward: we use the geotag attached to each contribution and perform a reverse geocoding operation. Determining the home region of a contributor (i), on the other hand, is significantly more complex. Unlike social media user profiles, contributors to our VGI repositories have no widely-used means by which they state their home location. Although some contributors do so voluntarily in venues like Wikipedia user pages, participation is low and available only in certain repositories. Similarly, prior work has used IP address geolocation [21, 24] when studying Wikipedia, but contributor IP is not available in all of our repositories (and would likely suffer accuracy problems at the county scale [47] ). Moreover, even within Wikipedia, IP addresses are only available for anonymous editors [52] .
As such, it was necessary to do home location inference to determine the county i of each contribution. Fortunately, this is a common task, and numerous solutions exist [30] . We adopted the home location inference technique known as plurality, which defines a contributor's home region (county) as the region (county) in which s/he has made the plurality of their contributions; this technique has been used in a number of VGI and VGI-related studies (e.g. [26, 30, 44] ). We excluded contributors with fewer than 5 contributions in order to be confident in the inferred county. Following recent calls for researchers to validate home location results across multiple inference techniques [30] , we also calculated the home location of each contributor using the geographic median approach [6, 30, 31] . We found that well over 90% of identified home counties were identical across the two approaches, giving us high confidence that both approaches would lead to very similar results in a spatial interaction model. Therefore, we used the plurality approach in our analysis.
To verify that our datasets violate the assumption of being local, we examined the percentage of contributions in which the contributor's home county i is not equal to the contribution county j. The results of this simple analysis made clear that the large degree of non-local contributions identified in prior work is replicated in our datasets: only 26% of Wikipedia contributions, 23% of OSM contributions, and 57% of eBird contributions occurred in the pluralitydefined home county of their contributor.
These findings justified our further exploration of spatial interaction as an alternative model of VGI production. Below, we describe how we performed these analyses using gravity models.
Gravity Modeling
Intuition
Spatial interaction models seek to explain the relationship between two locations (i and j) using the distance between them and their individual attributes. More formally, they ask the following: how does location i interact with location j, based on the attributes of i, the attributes of j, and the distance between i and j? Gravity models specifically assume that these relationships can be modeled through an analogy to the basic formula for gravity in the physical world [54] :
When considering the physical gravitational pull two objects have on one another, the mass of each object describes their attraction to one another, which is moderated by the distance between them. The gravity model takes this intuition, and applies it to interaction between geographic regions, rather than, for example, planets in outer space. The amount of interaction -the dependent variable -is commonly represented as "# (or 'flow between regions'). The 'mass' variables (Mi for region i, and Mj for region j) are typically the population of the area, GDP of the area, or other 'attraction' attributes (e.g. [4, 32, 35, 36] ). Because gravity models are intended to help understand interaction, it is critical that the mass variables incorporate both potential outflow (leaving i) and potential inflow (entering j). For instance, using GDP for both mass variables (Mi and Mj) is common for physical processes like international meat trading [36] , because it accounts for both exports (potential outflow from i) and imports (potential inflow to j). The final variable in a gravity model, distance (Dij), is often operationalized as geodesic (straight-line) distance between two regions. Note that Dij has an exponent of 2. In this traditional formulation of the gravity model, 2 is the friction of distance -the rate at which interactions between i and j decay as distance increases.
Airline travel is a common intuitive example for understanding how these variables relate to one another.
Consider the case of three cities: New York City, Los Angeles, and Bangor, Maine (a city of about 33,000 residents), with the mass variables set to the population of each city. In this case, population operationalizes both the potential outflow from a city and the potential inflow to a city (more people usually means more business and personal travel, etc.). New York City and Los Angeles are on opposite coasts of the United States, and thus have a large Dij. However, many people fly back and forth between New York City and Los Angeles due to the large 'attraction' (i.e. large product of masses) between the two cities, which overcomes the large distance (large Dij
Applying Gravity Models to Our Datasets
In the traditional formulation of the gravity model (above) the friction of distance is defined as -2, and the weights of Mi and Mj are held constant, predefining the degree to which they affected Fij. Because of this, the traditional form was generalized and transformed to a log-linear OLS model (below) [11] . The friction of distance was no longer held constant (at -2), and Mi, Mj, and Dij all became independent variables, predicting the dependent variable Fij. This straightforward approach, however, causes problems when the variables contain zeroes. After all, the natural log of zero is undefined. Further, the common practice of adding a small constant (such that there are no zeroes) produces biased estimates [11] . To address this problem, we employ one of the most common solutions (recommended by [11] ): fitting a Poisson linear regression, which does not risk biased estimates in the scenario mentioned above. It is common to take the natural log of all independent variables, so we use this strategy in our models.
The first step in operationalizing our gravity models is defining i and j. We use the same definitions as before: i is the 'home' region of a contributor, and j is the region in which a contribution is made. Every inter-county interaction is thus modeled as someone based in county i contributing information about county j, aggregated over all contributions in a content type. In other words, if i = Wayne County, Michigan and j = Baltimore County, Maryland, the goal of the models is to accurately predict the number of contributions about places in Baltimore County made by people whose home county is Wayne County (Fij). To make these predictions, we define Mi to be the number of contributors from county i (e.g., Wayne County) that make contributions elsewhere (potential outflow), and Mj to be the number of contributors from anywhere that make contributions (potential inflow) into county j, (e.g. Baltimore County. We follow common practice, and consider Dij to be the geodesic distance between i and j. We make these predictions separately for each content type in each repository. In other words, we run a separate gravity model for each of our 561 (101 Wikipedia + 192 OSM + 268 eBird) content types.
Traditionally, predictions for intra-regional flow are excluded when constructing gravity models, for two primary reasons. First, intra-regional flows are not intuitive for many physical processes, e.g. we generally do not speak of a country trading wheat with itself. Second, it is not intuitive what the distance from a region to itself ought to be, and using zero can be problematic for reasons mentioned above.
However, for our purposes, these reasons do not apply. First, in our data, non-trivial quantities of VGI content is locally produced (intra-regional) -as much as 43% in the case of eBird. Second, because we follow more recent common practice and implement our gravity models as Poisson regressions, defining a small intra-regional distance will not cause biased estimates. Therefore, we adopt two approaches for intra-regional distances that have been used in the literature [16, 20 ]:
1. constant 1 km for every region, and 2. We compare results from both these approaches, which we term constant-distance and regional-distance, respectively.
Because we build so many models, statistical intuition suggests that a small portion of any significant results would be due to chance. However, as we will see below, our overall results are sufficiently widespread that they are quite robust against the occasional Type I error.
Contextualizing Gravity Models
To provide context for our evaluation of how well gravity models describe VGI production, we also construct two baselines against which to compare our gravity models. To make sure our baselines and our gravity models are directly comparable, we construct both baseline approaches with a Poisson regression. As is the case in our gravity models, all variables we include in these models are log-scaled.
Our first baseline is a set of distance is dead models. These represent an interpretation of VGI production in which the distance between i and j is irrelevant. After all, in Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap there are no technical limitations preventing a contributor from contributing about anywhere in the world. This model seeks to predict Fij with only Mi and Mj as independent variables. If indeed these models perform better than our gravity models, it will indicate that distance is unimportant in VGI production.
We also have our local production baseline, which represents an interpretation of VGI production in which the localness assumption holds. More formally, this baseline postulates that distance between i and j is the only meaningful factor in why contributions flow between i and j. This model seeks to predict Fij using only Dij as an independent variable, for each content type. Because of the two different approaches to intra-regional distances we discuss above, this baseline is composed of two different sets of models, one for each approach. If these models perform better than our gravity models, it will indicate that attributes of i and j have no bearing on VGI production, and would provide support for the localness assumption.
To properly evaluate if gravity models are even effective at characterizing VGI production, and because the literature suggests two alternatives for incorporating intra-zonal predictions into gravity models, we construct five separate models, across hundreds of different content types. Specifically, we construct one distance is dead baseline, two instances of our local production baselines, and two instances of gravity models. We then compare all five, and evaluate which are most successful at describing peerproduced VGI.
Summary of Methods
To summarize:
• Mi is the number of contributors from county i, Mj is the number of contributors who contribute in county j, and Dij is geodesic distance between i and j.
• We construct all models as Poisson regressions, following the recommendations of [11] .
• Because some VGI contributions occur in the same county where their contributor lives, we evaluate two approaches for defining Dij when i and j are the same county: 1 km, and 4 ' * : _ . This is true for both our local production baseline, and our gravity models.
• We construct five different models for each of the 561 different types of content.
RESULTS
We now turn to our results, first evaluating if our gravity models are even a reasonable approach to understanding VGI production, and then engaging in a deeper exploration into the effect of distance in spatial interaction models.
Evaluating Model Fit
Informed by their long history and theoretical underpinnings, we believed that gravity models would likely be effective descriptors of VGI production, though this was by no means guaranteed. Therefore, our first task was to evaluate this conjecture. We did so by comparing the pseudo-R 2 values from each content type, across our two local production baselines, our distance is dead baseline, and both instances of our gravity models. Figure 1 shows the distributions of pseudo-R 2 values along the x-axis (as measured by the pseudo-R 2 metric suggested in [7] ). The y-axis lists each of our five models, and each chart indicates a different platform. The top three models are baselines, and the bottom two show our two different instantiations of gravity models.
To evaluate differences between distributions, we use a notched boxplot. In a notched boxplot, the medians of two distributions can be considered significantly different when the boxplot notches (the indentation in the middle) do not overlap [41] . However, because we are testing the significance of differences between groups of model output, the distributional assumptions are unclear and significance should be interpreted with some caution. Effect sizes, on the other hand, do not have this issue. Figure 1 shows that all six gravity models perform better than the distance is dead or local production baselines (five of them significantly so). Put another way: the gravity model medians are larger, and in most cases the notches in our gravity model boxplots do not overlap with the notches in our baseline boxplots. Examining the medians of each distribution in more detail, the general trend is clear: spatial interaction models are very successful at describing VGI contributions with median pseudo-R 2 s as high as 0.99 in some cases. eBird has the lowest median pseudo-R 2 s, at 0.74 and 0.72 for the constant-distance gravity models and regional-distance gravity models respectively. Wikipedia content types show better fits than eBird content types, with median pseudo-R 2 s of 0.82 and 0.91 for the constantdistance and regional-distance gravity models. OpenStreetMap content types tend to show the highest median pseudo-R 2 s, at 0.99 and 0.98 (for constant-distance and regional-distance, respectively).
Focusing on the baseline model distributions in more detail, we noticed some striking differences between platforms. In eBird, a platform where contributors must travel to make contributions, the distance is dead and local production baselines tend to be much more similar in terms of model fit. This is in contrast to OpenStreetMap and Wikipedia, where the distance is dead models fit substantially better than the local production models.
Comparing the pseudo-R 2 s of the baselines to those of the gravity models provides additional insight into how the mass and distance affect the model fit of our gravity models. Our gravity models fit quite well, and in OpenStreetMap and Wikipedia, the distance is dead baseline models also fit quite well. This suggests that in the 'wiki' platforms (Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap) where "armchair editing" is possible, the mass variables drive a substantial portion of the gravity model fit. Put another way: in OpenStreetMap and Wikipedia, the content type and its attraction dynamics between regions matters much more than geographic distance for how contributions flow between regions. However, in eBird both distance and content type matter for where people contribute. Someone may contribute to Wikipedia about famous golf courses in Florida, regardless of where they live. Conversely, while some bird species may be rare or more interesting, a bird-watcher still must travel to contribute about these rare birds.
The high-level conclusions of our results at this stage are clear. These findings suggest that VGI production in these platforms indeed can be understood as a gravity model spatial interaction process. Even in OpenStreetMap and Wikipedia -where contribution is not an obviously physical process -most of our gravity models still have more explanatory power than our distance is dead baselines. Further still, while the distance is dead baseline indicates that the mass variables play a substantial role in model fit for OpenStreetMap and Wikipedia, the addition of a distance variable does improve model performance. This means in spite of fact that a contributor does not need to move at all to edit Wikipedia or OpenStreetMap, there is a degree to which contributions in these platforms are impacted by how far away they are from a contributor.
Interpreting Our Models
Our results in the previous subsection indicate that our gravity models perform better than our baselines, and effectively explain a large portion of the spatial contribution decisions of VGI contributors. Therefore, we now limit our discussion of results to our gravity models. While we present both our constant-distance and regional-distance models, we will focus our discussion of results around constant-distance gravity models, because all three perform significantly better than our distance is dead baseline (whereas only two regional-distance models outperform the distance is dead baseline). We exclude 22 types of content with variables that are not significant (predominantly from OSM), to ensure all distributions are comparable.
We focus specifically on the Dij (friction) coefficient in order to shed light on the degree to which contributions are likely to be local. Recall that the more negative a friction coefficient is (further left in Figure 2) , the stronger friction effect exists. Figure 2 shows the distributions of our Dij coefficients. On the left are the coefficients from our constant-distance instance of a gravity model, and on the right are the coefficients from our regional-distance models. Each boxplot represents a different platform. eBird is on top, OpenStreetMap is in the middle, and Wikipedia on the bottom. Figure 2 is that there are clear differences in the friction coefficients between eBird and Wikipedia. Content types from both Wikipedia and eBird are quite clustered together, and the platforms themselves center around different points on the friction of distance spectrum. In some cases, eBird has species that have similar friction coefficients to some Wikipedia content types, but the overlap between these distributions is small. Surprisingly, content types from OpenStreetMap have a much wider overall distribution -some are much closer to eBird content types, and others are much closer to Wikipedia content types. Put simply, distant contributions are much more expensive in eBird than Wikipedia, and OpenStreetMap contains some types of content that have similar friction coefficients to fundamentally physical processes like eBird.
Immediately visible in
To explore these friction coefficients in more detail, we now discuss some examples from each platform, moving from left to right, and from top to bottom (highest friction coefficient to lowest, eBird to Wikipedia).
eBird
Near the high-friction end of the spectrum is the purple finch (Haemorhous purpureus) sighting content type, with a friction coefficient of -1.45. Succinctly, many contributions of this bird would be highly 'local', or nearby the contributors' home. One hypothesis for why this might be the case is that the purple finch has a very large range, spanning most of the eastern United States. This means that even though eBird contributors might upload reports of purple finch sightings on an everyday basis, while traveling it perhaps might be somewhat boring to continue to upload sightings of the same species when there are novel species available.
On the low end of the friction spectrum for eBird we see the ladder-backed woodpecker (Picoides scalaris) with a friction coefficient of -0.85. The ladder-backed woodpecker has a range that contains very popular tourist areas in the United States (e.g. Las Vegas, the Grand Canyon). As such, one hypothesis is that this bird is often reported while eBird users are on vacation in these areas, thereby making these reports distinctly non-local (i.e. having a small friction of distance).
OpenStreetMap
The OpenStreetMap content types are much more heterogeneous, and have a much wider distribution than either of the other two platforms. Near the left-hand side of the OSM distribution is 'addr:city=San Diego', which has a friction coefficient of -2.58. Because San Diego is a city of 1.5 million people (has a large mass), it is likely that this friction coefficient reflects a highly-local bulk import done by a resident of San Diego. This would cause a large number of highly local contributions, and thus a high friction of distance. Another interesting example is 'power=tower' with a friction coefficient of -0.66. This tag might have a weaker friction of distance for a simple reason: using satellite imagery, it is fairly straightforward to identify large steel structures intended for holding electricity lines. A contributor would only need to know where electricity is commonly run, but would not require any local knowledge or context.
Wikipedia
What is initially clear is that the Wikipedia friction coefficients tend to be quite similar to one another. Starting from the left-hand side of the distribution is WikiProject Politics, with a friction coefficient of -1.05. Contributions to WikiProject politics decrease nearly linearly as the places they contribute about get further away. Intuitively, it seems likely that people are less interested or less aware of the details of politics that are further away from them -as the common saying goes: "all politics is local". On the other end of the spectrum is WikiProject Golf, with a friction coefficient of -0.1. This friction coefficient is quite low. One reason this may be the case is the topic itself -to participate in WikiProject Golf, a contributor would likely be highly motivated by Golf as a topic, and may treat golf courses as vacation destinations as well. The combination of being highly motivated and traveling to play Golf would lead to a quite low friction coefficient.
Summary and Generalizable Conclusions
To summarize our results, we found that in all our content types, gravity models are very effective at describing VGI production. Additionally, we found that contributions in Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap are largely driven by attraction between regions, whereas distance is much more important when describing eBird contribution trends. Further, in two of our platforms (eBird and Wikipedia), the friction coefficients are quite consistent, indicating that some platforms facilitate a specific 'style' of spatial interaction. In contrast, in OpenStreetMap the content types span a large range of friction coefficients.
DISCUSSION
Our results have implications for a several constituencies and research areas. Below, we detail these implications.
Implications for VGI Contributors and Platform Managers
Our model fits align well with an idea implicit in the editing ethos of some large VGI communities -the belief that distance has relatively minimal impact on VGI contribution. For instance, Wikipedia states "anyone can edit almost every page" [58] , and OpenStreetMap's introductory documentation says "You can map from your armchair" [46] . From a purely technical perspective, it is just as easy for a person who lives in e.g. Montreal to log into Wikipedia or OSM and contribute information about McGill University as it is for that person to contribute information about, for instance, Nazarbayev University in Kazakhstan.
This raises a key question: what limits some content types from being advantaged by the affordances to map anywhere or write articles about anywhere from "armchairs"? A number of factors likely are responsible, and may help explain reasons behind the attraction processes shown in our models. For example, physical world processes are still highly correlated with knowledge about a region, and knowledge about a region can help one more easily write a Wikipedia article, do OSM mapping, or see and recognize a specific bird. Regional boosterism may also be at play, causing people to build up information about known locations. However, future work should seek to examine the presence and strength of these and other factors. One approach might be a qualitative study to understand where people choose to contribute, and why. This exploratory approach would help shed light on some of the mechanisms that underpin the large attraction processes we see in our results.
Our work has several implications for the design of VGI communities and platforms. Our results present challenges for a particularly common means by which VGI communities attempt to address coverage issues: "editathons". Editathons are usually in-person events and are typically held in urban areas where many potential new contributors can attend. Our results show that -although the various aspects of gravity models can have complex interactions -for high-friction content types these types of in-person contribution drives are unlikely to affect the variations in coverage. To do so requires localized contributors, and it is unlikely that editathons occur in places where contributors are needed most. This is especially troubling as editathons are often funded by the cash-strapped organizations that operate VGI platforms (e.g. the Wikimedia Foundation). Our results suggest that organizations like the OpenStreetMap Foundation may want to redirect some of their resources towards efforts that work towards these goals.
Implications for Coverage Biases
More generally, our work may help to reveal mechanisms for the coverage biases linked to socioeconomic status, the rural/urban spectrum, and other demographics. One hypothesis as to the mechanisms for this coverage variation is that "self-focus bias" is playing a role [23] . That is, people are contributing about places near where they have lived, and, given the demographics of VGI contributors (e.g. [17] ), it is likely that they will have lived in higher-SES areas and urban areas. Our results provide a direct means of testing this hypothesis: If this is true, then content types for which the friction of distance is high may exhibit more coverage bias then content types for which armchair mapping is more common. Evaluating this hypothesis is an immediate opportunity for future work.
Our results also highlight a hypothesis for a potential second cause of these biases: preferential attachment. It may be that high-SES areas and urban areas were some of the first areas to be covered in these datasets, thereby making them more "attractive". Because of this attraction -and the importance of attraction shown in our baseline models more generally -these areas' early leads in coverage became effectively permanent. More generally, our baseline models suggest that, at least for OpenStreetMap and Wikipedia, preferential attachment may be a particularly potent force. Testing this "geographic preferential attachment" hypothesis is also an excellent direction of future work.
Implications for Algorithms
Hecht and Gergle showed that AI systems that use VGI for world knowledge can adopt the perspectives of their underlying VGI datasets [15] . Since our results suggest that certain VGI content types will innately contain more local perspectives than others, this suggests that VGI-based AI systems that rely on certain types of data may innately be biased towards perspectives that are more or less local.
Implications for Human Consumers
The exact same biases that may affect algorithms with respect to non-local and local perspectives will also affect human consumers of VGI. For instance, our results suggest that Wikipedia content about golf courses will be less local than its content about politics. This highlights a number directions of future work. Two of the most interesting might be (1) building tools that can surface the fact that local perspectives may not be present for certain content types and (2) using this surfacing to perhaps incentivize more contributions from the local area (e.g. using a prompt like "This article about your local golf course was written entirely by non-locals. Do you have any local expertise to add?")
Implications for Gravity Models and Social Computing
As discussed above, the predominant use of gravity models in HCI and social computing contexts have tended to be in the traditional gravity model domains of transportation and communication (using datasets of interest to the HCI and social computing communities). Our results suggest that gravity models are also quite useful for understanding processes further afield from transportation and communication. At the very least, this work suggests that researchers who are examining the role of distance in a geographic HCI [25] process should consider utilizing gravity model techniques. The primary challenge of moving beyond simple distance involves operationalizing the mass variables, and our discussion of our implementation of mass can provide a reference point along these lines.
One particularly interesting future application builds directly on another prior application of gravity models. Gravity models are commonly used in planning [40] to identify where to place, e.g., Coca-Cola distribution centers. By considering geographic attraction and distance, planners maximize the region a distribution center serves, while minimizing the number (and cost) of distribution centers. By analogy, future work could use gravity models to help allocate volunteer resources within peer production platforms. These adapted models could be used to predict where contributions are likely to go and which places will never receive contributions. These models can also predict where to focus recruitment to maximize the region contributors serve and perhaps mitigate the geographic biases shown in prior literature.
FUTURE WORK AND LIMITATIONS
In constructing our gravity models, we made a number of decisions that open up opportunities for future work. First, we used a plurality inference method to infer home regions and verified that a geographic median approach was unlikely to change our results. Recent work [56] has used a plurality inference method to identify where contributors focus instead of where they live. Operationalizing plurality assignments as focus regions provides a different view on our results, one in which home regions become regions of substantial knowledge or expertise. In this view, we believe our conclusions would largely remain unchanged, e.g. different content types would still have different degrees of local expertise associated with them. This alternative conception of plurality does, however, re-emphasize a suggestion we made above: future work should develop a deeper understanding of the attraction processes -and their relationship to local expertise -that seem to drive a substantial amount of contribution. Future work should also consider additional home location inference approaches as a way to account for contributors potentially being 'local experts' in multiple regions.
Second, we did not distinguish between human contributors and bots in Wikipedia, or bulk imports in OpenStreetMap. After all, bulk imports are a key part of these ecosystems, especially for OpenStreetMap. In a quick analysis removing all bulk imports from our OpenStreetMap data, we do not see substantial changes in the distributions of either model fit, or friction of distance. Future work should explore additional content types, with an eye towards similarities and differences between human behavior and bots or bulk imports (e.g. [28] ).
Finally, it is standard practice in the VGI literature to focus on a single study site, as we did here (e.g. [29, 38, 48] ). However, future work in this space should likely seek to select study sites in different human geographic regions than those considered here in order to determine whether the distance relationships change in different human geographic contexts.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we showed that VGI contributions can be modeled effectively using spatial interaction techniques, and gravity models in particular. We also explored the implications of these findings for our understanding of VGI, for stakeholders currently managing large VGI communities, and for the development of future VGI platforms.
